Abstract. Sublimation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds is often invoked as a moistening mechanism for the free troposphere, particularly in the tropics. An alternative mechanism is investigated here: "pumping" of water vapor into the cloudy atmospheric column from surrounding regions by diabatic transports resulting from the local radiative effects of the cloud. The effectiveness of this mechanism is computed for a variety of cirrus cloud types, using a simple model. For nonprecipitating cirrus clouds it is found that the pumping mechanism can import much more vapor mass into the cloudy column than the clouds contain as ice, especially as the clouds become optically thin. The advected vapor per unit ice mass (or "pumping ratio") also varies with cloud height, is proportional to cloud lifetime, and (for thin clouds) is approximately inversely proportional to effective particle radius. Thin cirrus above 300 hPa can pump vapor rapidly enough to sustain itself against dessication. The overall results are supported by the limited information available from observations and indicate that at sufficient distances from active convection, direct moistening of the environment by the sublimation of ice has significantly less impact on vapor distributions than cloud-radiative-dynamic effects.
Introduction
The origin of water vapor in the tropical upper troposphere is undoubtedly convective. Some of this water left convective systems as vapor, the rest as hydrometeors which subsequently evaporated or sublimated into vapor. The proportion of water exiting in the condensed phases is a matter of scale: the farther from convective cores, the less water there is in condensed form. Since the processes linking clouds and vapor are clearly central to understanding both phenomena, it is important to identify and quantify such processes. Water vapor in the upper troposphere exerts significant radiative effects despite occurring in very small concentrations there, making it an important climate variable, about which much uncertainty still exists [Shine and Sinha, 1991 Many investigators have invoked moistening by hydrometeor evaporation as a mechanism for maintaining the vapor distribution above the tropical boundary layer, both in explaining observations and modeling climate but usually without giving much explicit consideration to the horizontal scale issue. It has long been known that in the tropics, humidity is high throughout the troposphere in convective conditions [e.g., Gray et al., 1975] . Satellite observations have shown how upper tropospheric water vapor decreases with distance from the cirrus clouds [Udelhofen and Hartmann, 1995] . Advective calculations, however, suggest that moistening by hydrometeor evaporation may not be important outside of actively convective systems [Pierrehumbert, radiative and large-scale processes are slow compared with convective processes. This means that the effects of each process can be executed in a sequential manner, rather than continuously and simultaneously, as would happen in the real atmosphere. This greatly simplifies the analysis without sacrificing too much in the way of quantitative accuracy.
Concept
The "vapor pumping" process is illustrated in Figure 1 . Since cloud radiative forcing is positive for cirrus at most levels, the heating anomalies relative to clear sky cooling will drive upward anomalies in the vertical velocity within and underneath the cirrus, relative to the sinking that occurs in a neighboring, cloud-free environment. This circulation anomaly will accumulate vapor in the cloudy column at the expense of cloud-free surroundings. Use of the vapor "pumping" terminology here will always designate the appearance of extra water vapor, relative to that found in a cloud-free column after the same lapse of time from the same initial condition (even though at most levels the cloudy column may still be getting drier with time during the pumping process). In this sense the concept is analogous to cloud forcing. The final result is horizontal heterogeneity in the moisture field.
At least one previous model study [Sherwood et al., 1994] has noted the ability of planetary-scale, zonal gradients in cloud forcing to bring about similar gradients in moisture, but those changes involved horizontal redistribution of deep convection. The mechanism considered in this paper is independent of convective transports or mixing. Note, however, that at some distance from the (nonconvective) regions being considered here (see Figure 1 ) a region of deep convection is taken to exist in which convective heating is generated to balance the overall cooling elsewhere, maintaining a quasisteady temperature field.
Radiation
In the first step of the procedure the radiative cooling at each level in the atmosphere is computed for a given cloud type, under both cloudy and clear conditions, using sellarate The radiative heating rates from the CCM3 are then applied to the atmospheric temperature profile after being multiplied by a predetermined cloud lifetime L. The new temperature profile ends up cooler throughout most of the troposphere but may be warmer within cloud layers when these are present. Note that the heating rates during the entire cloud lifetime are based on calculations using the original sounding, with no radiative feedbacks included. In the real atmosphere, convective and large-scale adjustment processes would operate continuously on short timescales compared to the Newtonian damping time for radiation (,-,,20 days), short-circuiting these feedbacks on the time and space scales of interest here.
Convection
If the cloud is sufficiently long-lived, the vertical distribution of cloud heating will produce unstable lapse rates. When this type of destabilization occurs, a second, convective adjustment step is necessary. The adjustment is performed within the cloud by redistributing heat upward within superadiabatic portions of the temperature profile, in an energy-conserving manner, until the saturated equivalent potential temperature 0es is nondecreasing with height.
In some cases, layers immediately above the cloud will also be involved in the adjustment; in all cases considered here where this occurs, the cloud top is high enough that the moist and dry adiabats there are practically identical, so that we need not be concerned about whether the air is saturated for purposes of computing the convective adjustment. Air below cloud base is not involved in convective adjustment in this study, since the cirrus cloud prototypes considered here all experience net warming both at cloud base and integrated through the cloud. For simplicity, moisture is not redistributed during convective adjustment.
Large-Scale Adjustment
When the convective adjustment is complete, the result is a temperature profile which differs from that of its distant environment by an amount dTraa (p). This temperature perturbation should, in fact, be thought of as a virtual change rather than an actual one; most of the warming is never realized because rising or sinking motions will generally accompany the heating or cooling. Previous investigators have often noted the smallness of horizontal temperature gradients in the tropical troposphere, which is attributed to the rapid horizontal spreading of initial temperature perturbations by overturning motions. A scale analysis by Ackerman et al. [ 1988] reaffirmed that some 90% of heat converging in tropical cirrus decks could be expected to result in lifting of the deck (i.e. horizontal redistribution of the heat) with only a small amount contributing to any durable anomaly in the horizontal temperature field. Accordingly, in this study the perturbed temperature profile is relaxed back to the original environmental profile by a large-scale adjustment. This involves rising motion at levels with dTrad > 0, sinking where dT•ad < 0, and appropriate horizontal convergence into or divergence out of the column in order to conserve mass. Specifically, air is vertically displaced to the level where its new potential temperature matches the original, unperturbed value. This eliminates any horizontal pressure gradients and returns the atmosphere to its resting state of lowest potential energy, under the assumption that the converging and diverging air is exchanged with a vast, steady environment. In effect, a steady temperature profile is maintained by the distant, convective region. This adjustment process is computed for both cloudy and cloud-free conditions. The difference in final moisture is the result of cloud pumping. In implementing this idealized adjustment process, we are assuming that the atmosphere can fully attain its state of lowest potential energy in a time less than both the recycling time of tropical water vapor (about a week) and the coherence time of tropical weather (at least half a week). In neglecting rotation we are also assuming that the horizontal extent of the cloud is small compared with the local deformation radius. In the tropics the deformation radius is of order 103-104 km, and the time required for convective heating anomalies to be dissipated by large-scale advection is of the order of minutes to hours, so these conditions are easily met, at least for temperature perturbations that extend deeply and smoothly through the troposphere. A relevant numerical study of the atmospheric response to a localized heat anomaly is described by Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz At higher latitudes, cloud decks are not as small compared with the Rossby radius, so a substantial fraction of their heating would appear as a geostrophically balanced, local temperature increase. A geostrophic adjustment calculation would have to be performed instead of the simple calculation used here. Also, cloud net heating effects are weaker at midlatitudes, so that case is not considered in this paper. Notice that the addition of cloud-modulated heating has destabilized the atmosphere in the lower part of the cloud. This results from a combination of solar absorption and longwave heating at cloud base. When the convective instability is removed, the profile becomes that shown in Figure 2c .
Finally, large-scale adjustment is applied to each of the two cases, leading to the temperature and dewpoint traces shown in Figure 2d . In the cloud-free case the adjustment consists of radiatively balanced subsidence, while for the cloudy column there is subsidence at low levels and rising motion at higher levels. Notice that the temperatures have returned to that shown in Figure integrated from 100 to 700 hPa.
Thus the water vapor pumped into the column above 700 hPa can exceed the water content of the cloud itself by a factor of 20 or more, at least for this case, assuming that the cloud lasts for 12 hours. Most of this vapor is pumped into the layers below cloud base, but even the vapor amount pumped into the cloudy layers themselves is several times the condensed water amount. Below 700 hPa, the water budget is dominated by convective transport from the surface, so moistening at these levels was not counted. In part of the cloudy layer the final vapor content is above saturation, indicating that the pumping effect must play a significant role in the maintenance of the cloud. This is discussed further in section 6. Table 1 are guesses based on these inferences. Unlike marine stratus, which can quickly break up by cloud top entrainment, cirrus clouds exist at levels where the atmosphere is absolutely stable (00e/OZ >0). It is likely that their lives are prolonged by the pumping mechanism itself (see below).
Cloud Pumping for Simple Cases
We would like to understand how the radiative "pumping ratio" depends on cloud parameters. Pumping ratio is defined here as the ratio of the pumped vapor to the cloud ice water content. There are at least six relevant variables: ice water path (IWP), effective radius re, base height, top height, cloud lifetime L, and the level at which the water vapor change is determined. To cut down the complexity, this section describes the effects of infinitesimal, local temperature perturbations, and then uses these to calculate the effects of vertically thin (i.e. isothermal) clouds or "wafers" in the optically thin and thick limits. In the radiation code these wafers will be taken to fill a single layer (3p = 5-10 hPa).
Effect of Local Heating
The local effect of an initial temperature perturbation dTrad on the final humidity as described in section 2 is simple to approximate for small perturbations. The initial temperature perturbation is dTrad --Q rad dL, Figure 3 indicates that while the impact of a given dTrad on specific humidity decreases monotonically with the height at which the heat is applied, the impact on relative humidity is maximal at the upper levels where cirrus clouds are usually found.
Wafer Clouds
The perturbation dTrad is related by (1) to radiative heating, which changes in the presence of cirrus clouds due to the extra convergence of radiation, mostly infrared. Cloud forcing occurs at all levels but is largest inside the cloud layer, where its infrared component is given by (•iR (•p --e(F + + F--2aTe4) , (4) g where e and Tc are the cloud infrared emissivity and temperature, g is the gravitational constant, 5p is the pressure thickness of the cloud, F + and F-are the upward and downward infrared fluxes at cloud level, and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The total heating (•rad is the sum of QIl:t and a small amount of solar heating, which is also roughly proportional to e but depends only weakly on height.
4.2.1. Optically thin limit Cloud optical depth r is proportional to IWP for a given cloud geometry and re. For optically thin clouds, e and cloud radiative forcing are both proportional to r and thus to IWP. This means that the vapor pumping ratio will be independent of IWP, depending only on cloud height (for thin "wafers") and re. Since r is inversely proportional to re, so will be the pumping ratio in Table 1 
Effects of Typical Cirrus Clouds
In this section the radiative and moistening effects of three cirrus cloud examples are investigated. The examples, whose properties are listed in Table 1 Quantities integrated from 700 to 100 hPa. Sub refers to moistening by sublimation of the cloud in situ, and Rad refers to advection driven by the cloud heating anomaly.
B.
Moderate cirrus (Figure 7) . The IWP is a good predictor overall for the pumping ratio, since the curves do not show a great deal of discontinuity between cloud types.
All cloud types show modest increases in PW ratio with lowering base height (Figure 8 ), though this tendency is small for the thick anvil cloud. The RH tendency peaks between 200 and 300 hPa for the moderate cloud, and the others increase as this level is approached. This is consistent with the calculation shown in Figure 3 , where the relative sensitivity of moisture to heating was found to peak at these levels. The sensitivity of pumping ratio to changes in cloud top height (not shown) is negligible for all cloud types, except that the RH ratio of the moderate cirrus cloud grows somewhat as the top is lowered, presumably since this concentrates more of the cloud's heating toward the levels of greatest atmospheric sensitivity. The dependence on effective radius (Figure 9 ) is, as expected, converse to the dependence on IWP. Thin cloud pumping ratio is inversely proportional to re, while for thick clouds the ratio is independent of re, at least in terms of PW. The odd behavior of thick anvil RH pumping is due to the downward shift of the region of maximum infrared cooling with increasing re; at re = 10 bm the cooling maximum sits near the critical levels of 200-300 hPa, minimizing the vapor pumping. In real clouds, crystal sizes decrease with height, which would mitigate this effect somewhat by increasing the optical thickness near cloud top. The importance of ice particle effective radius to cloud effects was discussed by Stephens et al. 
Falling Crystals
The vapor pumping effect described here would clearly be strong enough to produce a cloud growth instability, if some counteracting, cloud-limiting mechanism were not acting. Previous studies have noted the importance of ice crystal fall speed in the evolution of cirrus; Starr and Cox [1985b] found that modest increases in assumed fall speeds in their model led to significant hastening of cloud dissipation. Large crystals fall faster, thereby dominating the settling process in the Starr and Cox [1985b] simulations, falling through the cloud base and quickly sublimating in the relatively dry air below the cloud.
These large crystals, though not of dominant radiative importance, do contain most of the cloud water. This means that there will be a strong tendency for the net evaporation to occur at dry levels below the cloud and near cloud base, i.e. displaced downward from levels where the ice is radiatively active. To account for this tendency in a simple way, the cloud pumping effect has been recalculated for the case where cloud water falls at constant velocity before sublimating instantaneously. At all latitudes, the drying rate found by Soden [1998] was reduced when cloudy pixels were included in the average. This reduction was ,-.,0.005 h -t north of 5øN, where the frequency of cloudy scenes was ,-.,30%; but was only ,-•0.002 h -t from 20øS to 5øS, where cloudy scenes occurred ,-• 10% of the time. We may conclude from this that the cloudy scenes themselves experienced ,-.,0.015 h-t less drying than the clear ones, enough to more than cancel out the clear sky drying rate itself. In order to balance subsidence drying at all levels from 200 to 500 hPa, the moisture source causing this difference would have to be 700 g m -2 d -t between these levels (this result and others in this section are obtained using sounding data described in section 2). It must be noted that in that study, no retrievals were possible in overcast conditions, so the "cloudy" scenes were probably dominated not by big convective systems or precipitating anvils but by nonprecipitating, broken cirrus and/or mixtures of the outer portions of thick anvils and clear sky. It is possible though that a few of the scenes contained active convection, which would have provided an unknown, additional source.
Away from deep cumulonimbus towers, the rate at which a cloud can supply moisture to its environment (in a Lagrangian sense, moving horizontally with the hydrometeors) is just the ratio of its total water content to its dissipation lifetime. If we take the dissipation time to be 3-12 hours, the cloud's IWP above 500 hPa would have to be 100-400 g m -2 or so to supply 700 gm -2 d -t.
Cirrus is believed to become optically thick (thus obscuring water-vapor retrievals) at an IWP in the neighborhood of 20 g m -2 [Stephens, 1980] . If the parameterization of IWP versus temperature obtained by Stephens et al. [1990] is integrated from 500 to 200 hPa, the result is 190 g m-2; this assumes that the entire layer is always filled with cloud in any cloudy pixel, which makes it a rather distant upper limit. Sheu et al. [ 1997] report that 60% of nonprecipitating stratiform cirrus clouds (their cloud class 8) have IWP < 50 g m -2 (though it is possible that some precipitating cirrus clouds were present in the cloudy scenes of Soden [1998] , only a small fraction of their water content would be evaporated into levels above 500 hPa, since most would precipitate to lower levels or the surface.) Thus it appears that pumping ratios of 3-10 are required to reconcile the observations of ice content and moistening tendency.
Conclusion
Cloud layers have a well-known tendency to modify the radiation field in such a way as to decrease the net cooling below, and usually inside, the cloud. This paper investigates the implications for the water budget of columns containing cirrus clouds. The results demonstrate that as long as they are not too optically thick, cirrus clouds operate efficiently as vapor "pumps" for the column, and fairly efficiently for the cloud levels themselves if placed above 300 hPa.
The pumping ratio of a cloud, or ratio of advected vapor to cloud water content, depends primarily on cloud ice water path for optically thick clouds and particle effective radius for thin clouds. This ratio also depends on cloud height. Typical ratios are 1-1000 when measured in terms of column precipitable water (PW) above 700 hPa and 0.1-10 when measured in terms of pressure-weighted, column-averaged relative humidity (RH). The former is larger due to radiative heating below the cloud which, though small, is able to import relatively large amounts of water into the column due to the exponential increase of vapor available in the environment as one approaches the surface. Solar absorption is shifted upward by cirrus, thereby reducing the PW ratio and increasing the RH ratio relative to what they would be without solar radiation, but cloud forcing is dominated by infrared radiation for most cirrus. The RH ratio is maximal for clouds near 200-300 hPa due to the moisture and temperature lapse rates. It is not clear how much of the actual cloud in the tropics is well described by the model, but RH pumping ratios of 3-10 or so for overall cloud conditions would explain the discrepancy between existing estimates of upper tropospheric moisture tendencies in cloudy columns and the anticipated ability of clouds to moisten their environment by sublimation. These ratios are consistent with the range of values found here with reasonable cirrus parameters. Furthermore, the importance of the cloud pumping effect continues below 500 hPa, where no significant cirrus moistening occurs except from precipitating anvils.
The conclusion is that cloud moistening by sublimation is likely to be small compared to the effects of the atmospheric circulation in redistributing vapor, even away from areas of latent heat release. This is important to keep in mind when attempting to interpret observed correlations between clouds and water vapor (or its rate of change) in the upper troposphere. Not all the positive vapor anomaly to be found near a convective system is vapor added to the troposphere by the system, since the pumping mechanism adds no vapor in total but simply redistributes it toward cloudy regions. Another relevant factor is the possibility that high humidity levels enhance cloud development or longevity.
Though fresh outflows in the immediate vicinity of towering cumuli do contain a significant amount of condensed water, this water is being cycled through a number of processes, including precipitation, in an environment that is already near saturation at all levels in the free troposphere. One does not have to travel far from these systems (of order 10 2 km) before the clouds' ice contents and optical thicknesses have dropped enough for their indirect, radiative effects on hydrology to dominate their direct ones. This probably explains recent findings [Pierrehumbert, 1998 • before attainment of the reputed state in which a cirrus layer moistens an otherwise "dry" free troposphere. Clouds located above 300 hPa experienced enough net heating to import vapor equal the cloud's ice content into the cloud layers in a time much shorter than the apparent lifetime of such a cloud. This implies that in a typical thin cirrus cloud, removal of water by microphysical or other processes not included here must balance supply by pumping, in a quasi-steady state. If cloud optical depth fell too low, however, this mechanism would fail since cloud radiative forcing would not overcome clear-sky cooling, and the cloud would probably dissipate rapidly. Such clouds could thus be destroyed by transient sinking/warming episodes or by being sheared so thin by winds that they fell below the critical optical depth. Cloud particles that are small enough should actually be carried upward by the radiatively driven updraft and might reach the stratosphere before finally sublimating, if they maintained sufficient optical depth. Above 150 hPa, the atmosphere heats radiatively even without clouds, making this easier. Circulations driven by these clouds could play a role in troposphere-stratosphere exchange. Some of these issues are discussed by Jensen et al. [1996] .
The conclusions of this study are based on the simplest reasonable model of an upper tropospheric cloud and its dynamical interaction with the greater environment. A much more complicated model, including ice microphysics, would be necessary to explore more fully these interactions and the mechanisms that govern cloud maintenance and dissipation. Such a model would be able to account for the fact that all processes act simultaneously, with timescales that are not completely separated, as was assumed here. Cloud models that have appeared so far have not been able to combine the detailed microphysics and large spatial coverage necessary for this task.
